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ABSTRACT

Krsko NPP (NEK) lias developed software that enables electronic reporting of various deviations and suggestions for 
improvements at the plant. All NEK employees and permanent subcontractors have access to the system and can report 
deviations. NEK has centralised the process for screening and distribution of reported deviations. At this point all direct 
actions are being electronically tracked.

The iimnediate advantages of the new tool are:

- The reporting threshold has been lowered.
- The number of people, who report conditions adverse to quality, lias increased.
- One unified computer form for reporting various deviations and suggestions.
- The decision on the process, which would solve the deviation, is centralised.
- All types of deviations are in the same enviromnent.
- Our best practice is incorporated in the program.
- Control of work that has been done.
- Archiving is paperless.
- Human resources for administration of the program is optimised.

Odprti zahtevki po tednih v letu 2003

Program started 
in July 2003
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Figure 1: Number of reports in 2003
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many different processes have been introduced in 20 years of NEK operation. Each process has introduced a 
new reporting form as an initiation point for the process.

NEK recognised the administrative burden of the current Corrective Action Program (CAP) and has initiated 
a project to upgrade the program and the computer technology that supports it. Its purpose is to reduce the 
administrative burden, make the process more efficient and user-friendly and to reduce the reporting 
threshold.

Sometimes employees had to initiate several forms for one single problem (e g. Work Order Request, 
deviation report and modification request). Employees had to make a choice, which form to fill out and then 
initiate a specific process for different conditions adverse to quality. As this sometimes caused difficulties 
they would rather decide not to fill any forms.

These processes developed specific ways of resolving the deviation, however lacking direct communication 
links among them. A few processes developed their own databases and to look for a specific history or 
experience at the plant, one had to login to different databases and search differently sorted information in 
different environment.

Therefore people started to specialise in specific processes, so our resources became less flexible. The same 
kind of a problem was sometimes solved through a different process, which led us to conclusion that we have 
to do something about it.

Figure 2: Different databases prior to CAP introduction

2 PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
2.1 Project Goals
The main goals are as follows:

Decrease the reporting threshold.

Decrease response time to fix and analyse the problem.

One common environment for every deviation. The environment is user friendly and open to 
all users.

Tracking the costs and use of resources.
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Review of history and operating experience should be simple, user friendly and helpful to 
prevent the recurrence of the same deviations.

Tracking trends for lower level events.

Prioritisation and classification of a problem should be unified.

Reduce the number of procedures.

Our goal of this project is to develop a fully computerised process, which would replace most of the main 
processes that deal with conditions adverse to quality, suggestions and enhancements. The main processes 
involved, which should be at least partially replaced by a computerised CAP, are as follows:

Work request: This form was used to initiate maintenance activity to fix the problem. Our 
CAP has already replaced this process.

DPI: Deviation reporting process is used as our corrective and Operating Experience program. 
The process makes an analysis of deviations and suggests corrective actions to prevent the 
repetition of the deviation.

EEAR: It stands for Engineering Evaluation Action Request and means a process of analysing 
suggestions for a system or component improvements proposed by NEK employees.

NCR: This process performs an analysis of non-conformances to develop corrective actions to 
fix these deviations.

PCI': When a deviation in a procedure is found, the so-called Procedure Change Form has to 
be completed. We still keep this process for normal reviewing of revised and new procedures 
but not for the errors found during our everyday work.

LRF: When the labelling deviation of equipment in the field was recognised, a labelling report 
form had to be issued.

2.2 Basic Idea

Condition
report

Work (direct actions, analyses, 

actions form analyses)

Screening group

Long Term

Department leaders

All employees

Figure 4: CAP Users

CONDITION
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Figure 3: Basic Idea

The program consists of different independent activities, which are linked to make the follow-ups easier.
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A major organisation change is a new Screening Committee, which meets every morning between 7:10 and 
7:30 am. The composition of the Screening Committee is as follows:

- Production Manager

- Maintenance Manager

- Design Change Superintendent

- ISEG Supervisor

- Work Week Supervisor

- or their deputies

For the purpose of analysis, the Screening Committee selects the reports having a potential for significant 
impact on safety and reliability of the plant. The Screening Committee also assigns appropriate persons or 
teams for the item resolution.

3 PROJECT EXECUTION

3.1 Project Team
The Project Team consists of representatives from all departments that take part in CAP. The project leader 
is the only person fully engaged in the project.

PROJECT LEADER

PROJECT COUNCIL

COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

SOFTWARE
DEVELOPING

DEPARTMENT
REPRESENTATIVES

Figure 5: CAP Project Team

3.2 Program Development and Change Management

3.2.1 Phases

We divided the program into three phases of implementation. The first phase was only the introduction of a 
computerised initiation of Condition Report. The Screening Committee distributed work among the 
departments in old paper forms by use of the printing process.

The second phase introduced the computerised application for all direct actions. All direct actions to fix the 
deviations are distributed electronically. Also the close out and approvals of those activities are fully 
computerised, no sign outs are needed.
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The third phase to be introduced in the middle of 2004 is a fully computerised process of analysing the 
deviations and suggestions in one environment. The approval of these analyses and their action plans are 
planned to be fully computerised in addition to all the actions, which are a part of these action plans, from 
the initiation to the close out.

3.2.2 Management involvement

NEK managers were well involved in the introduction of the program. They fully supported the program 
among the employees. NEK management positively supported solving the problems at the start of the 
project.

3.2.3 Training

Two weeks before each phase of the CAP had become effective, we organised the task-oriented training for 
over 200 people. Training materials are available on the Intranet for all the users.

3.2.4 Strip Cartoon

One of our change management tools was the strip cartoon to inform employees. We used s simple two 
pages strip cartoon to present the main facts in a comic way on how to use the program. It was an excellent 
promotion among employees.

CP
6
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1 ccin finally Thanks to our No, thanks to
use my new Playboy
computer for corrective website valid
something
useful,.

program? password!
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<(*>
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Figure 6: Diareja Strip Cartoon Example
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4 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

4.1 Flow Chart
The Figure represents the basic flow chart of 
the computerised Corrective Action Program. 
The CAP request is initiated through computer 
program only. The paper form can only be 
used in case the Intranet or the program does 
not work. Anyone recognising a deviation or 
having a suggestion/enhancement can initiate 
a request.

A new request can be approved by either 
initiator's superintendent or Shift Supervisor. 
However, if the initiator wishes to remain 
anonymous, the request can be processed 
directly to the Screening Committee.

Every morning the Screening Committee 
processes the approved reports throughout the 
organisation. It also assigns classification and 
prioritisation, and decides whether a report 
needs to be analysed or a direct action is 
enough.

Simultaneously, the Independent Safety 
Engineering Group (ISEG) performs the basic 
coding of all Condition Reports for trending 
purposes.

System engineering determines system / 
component maintenance rule classification and 
operability.

Direct actions are needed to fix the deviation. 
They are co-ordinated by workweek 
supervisor who approves minor works and 
close outs of actions.

Analyses are performed to prepare an action 
plan in order to either prevent repetition or 
carry out the suggestion. The Condition 
Report Analyst is responsible to prepare 12 
steps of each analysis of the deviation or 
suggestion and an action plan, which is 
reviewed. When the action plan is approved, 
the actions are implemented by responsible 
person.

BASIC FLOW CHART

1.Recognized Deviations atNPP 
2.Sugestions for improvement 
3. industry events

DIRECT
ACTIONS

ANALYZES

CLOSED OUT <

Figure 7: Basic CAP Flow Chart
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5 RESULTS

5.1 Usage
Our main concern was that the staff would refuse to use computer instead of paper forms. But we were 
surprised to see how many of them started to use this tool immediately the next day. Having followed the 
CAP daily, the results are as follows:

■ Razlicni uporabniki

Figure 8: Number of different users per hour on April 6, 2004 (Tuesday)

5.2 The reporting threshold has been lowered
The number of staff reporting adverse conditions and providing suggestions, and the overall number of 
reports has increased.

T--------1---------------- 1
Korektivni program NEK 08.04.2004 1

Performance Indicators CAP4003W 1

Zahtevki - Popravila ■» Analize Pregled ▼ | Kazalci -

Ucinkovitostprograma ►

■ Odprti zahtevki

Figure 9 : Number of reports per week in 2004
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We follow the number of reports per week. The average number of reports per week in the year 2004 
amounted to appr. 90, which is 50% more than we got in 2002 due to the lower threshold.

5.3 Tracking Capabilities

With the CAP software it is much easier to track the status of reports. The software uses the e-mail not only 
to inform the report's author when his or her report has been closed out, but also the Condition Report 
Analyst when he or she becomes the responsible person for an action or analysis. Department Superintendent 
can follow which activities are open for his/her department, who is the holder and what status are they. 
Everyone is able to see which activities are due and why. Postponing of activities' due dates is controlled and 
reasons for postponing are archived.

Korektivni program NEK
Performance Indicators

Zahtevki » Popravila ▼ Aralize ■* Pregled ▼ Skupina

Trerutro odprta

Zahtevki napisani po ► 

Ucinkovitostprograma ► Vsa popravik

Figure 10: Delayed Work Requests per departments on April 8, 2004

The software uses simple graphs for tracking the action status. The graph above is accessible for all the 
users. With a mouse click onto the column one can get a list of all counted delayed actions.

Korektivni program NEK 08.04.2004 1

Pregled popravil CAP0010W I

Zahtevki ▼ Popravila ▼ Aralize ▼ Pregled ▼ Kazalci ▼ Pomoc ▼ Skupina

Popravila po oddelkih - zamujajo(ZZD)

Popravilo(A) — Vrsta OE Izvajalec Project Prior Status

00 00 II 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

1224/1® 0AS 11 NE DELA TO.VZIC MARKO ANDREJ 05.04.2004 OL20 - ^ Nosilec

1223/1® 0MWU 18.2 V STALNEM ALARMS TO.VZIC MARKO ALFONZ 07.04.2004 OL20 = ^ Izvajalec

1168/1® QpOGOSTI ALARMI NA MWB 05 TO.VZIC MARKO ANDREJ 06.04.2004 OL20 2 ^ Izvajalec

1167/1® QpOGOSTI ALARMI NA MWB 02 TO.VZIC MARKO ALFONZ 06.04.2004 OL20 2 ^ Izvajalec

1107/1® ^OSCILIRANJE indikacije tlaka sa FEED TANKA TO.VZIC BORANIC SVAU IVAN 05.04.2004 OL20 = ^ Izvajalec

2004-743/1® QoDSTOPANJE INDIKACIJ PRETOKA NA FT3167 IN
ZZD TO.VZIC DAMJAN 12.03.2004* ^ Nosilec

Figure 11: List of Action Requests
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5.4 Deficiencies
More reports resulted in additional work to process them, to fix the deviations and to analyse them, if 
needed. We fix the conditions adverse to quality and keep the backlog low, but our analyses' processes for 
deviations, suggestions and enhancements have started to increase in backlog. Phase 3 of our program shall 
uniform the process of analyses, reduce administration and increase the number of employees that can 
become Condition Report Analysts.

6 TECHNICAL DATA OF THE SOFTWARE

6.1 Users Interface
The Corrective Action Program is a WEB application.

Users access application through PL/SQL gateway on Oracle 9i Application Server 1.0.2. using Microsoft 
Internet Explorer browsers (Version 5 or later).

Menus are designed by Apycom Java Menus and Buttons v4.23.

Reports are implemented by Oracle Reports 6i.

Qj IntraNEK - Microsoft Internet Explorer 7H*l
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

^ . pb j i /j | a k 9 -a
Back Formacd Stop Refresh Home | Search Favorites Media History

Address |||] http://alfa/ ifv^Go | Links *

Google- U j-JI ^ Search Web - Ml m p,g,n,nk §3 Site popups allowed ^AyteMI Q | R Options 51] |

Korektivni program NEK
14.01.2004 

14:06:24

Zacetna stran CAP000QW

Zahtevki - Popravlla - An; lize w Pregled ▼ Kazalci ▼ Fornoc * Skupina

Vnos novega

Rrocesiranje

Odpri shranjene

MojI zahtevki

Pregled po statusu ►

Na skupino cakajoci zahtevki

Naslov Naprava Sistem
(v)

Status Klasif Datum Opravki

Iskalnik

Natisni prazen ob razee

Izhod

BB BB BB BB BB BB BB
UAVA TELEFONA PC 3

^Caka na 

Skupino
4

14.01.04
12:52

EEARING.MOD 
ZZD TO.VZIC

2004-152

a TO.VZIC
POS1
SIML

"AVITEV POKROVA NA FK205A (AB94, 
LATOR)

FK205A cs 3
^Caka na 

Skupino
4

14.01.04
07:23

ZZD TO.VZIC

2003-3262

a TO.PROB DELOVANJE TC-6836 IN TC-6837 TC6836 VA D
^Caka na 

Skupino
4

14.01.04
06:39

ZZD TO.VZIC

2004-63 ^ TO.PROB
ROCNO OZNACENE INDIKACIJE IN 
NEOZNACENI INDIKATORJ

SX907CHL-
001

SX D
^Caka na 

Skupino

07.01.04
14:16

2004-128

a TO.RZ ZAMENJAVA STAREGA PC D
^Caka na 

Skupino
4 13.01.04

11:59

ii ii ii ii ii in5T" ii ii______ ir

Figure 12: CAP menu and list of Condition Reports waiting for Screening Committee.

6.2 Database
Data is stored in Oracle 8.1.7 i database.
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7 CONCLUSION

NEK has successfully implemented the computerised CAP. The main project goals have already been met. 
Important lessons learned are as follows:

- Use of internal experience.

- Project leader needs to be 100% engaged in the project.

- Project Team has to be composed of different department’s representatives.

- Work with the end in mind.

- Use of other experience and references.

- Top management full support.

- Apply win-win strategy for all parts involved in the program.

- Have a 100% support from IT people.

The project has been developed, built and implemented by NEK resources only, which gives the following 
benefits:

The cost of the project is low.

All enhancements and suggestions can be implemented immediately.

The other program functions can be added later.

We learned how to use all the databases more efficiently.

This project is a pilot project. Lessons learned can be used for other projects, which will make 
other databases more user friendly.
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